Abstract-Many evolutionary algorithms for assembly sequence planning (ASP) have been researched. But those algorithms have lots of blind searching because individuals have little consideration about geometry and assembly process information of product in the evolutionary process. To improve individuals' intelligence and decrease blind searching, motivated by the self-assembly computing and multi-agent evolutionary algorithm, a novel multi-agent evolutionary algorithm for assembly sequence planning (NMAEA-ASP) is presented. In the algorithm, learning, competition and mutation are designed for each agent. Learning, competition and mutation are realized by assembly and disassembly. Some notions such as assemblyunit, power about assembly are also introduced. Experimental results show that NMAEA-ASP can find an approximate solution faster than other evolutionary algorithms.
I. INTRODUCTION
Assembly sequence planning is one of the most important works be done during the assembly. Since it may be costly to overlook a potential candidate assembly sequence, it is desirable to select a satisfactory sequence from the set of all feasible sequences. However, assembly sequence planning has been proven to be NP-complete in theory for large scale of assemblies. Su [1] pointed out that whole product assembly process planning is much more complicated under assembly constraints comparing with single-part process planning. The search space of assembly sequence planning is exponentially in proportional to the number of parts or components and the assembly relationships between them. It will consume a lot of computation time or memory space when the assembly is complex. Once the number of parts or components is above a threshold value, assembly sequence planning can hardly be accomplished successfully [2] . Therefore, the new efficient methods are urgently called to resolve the complex problem.
Soft computing techniques applicable or artificial intelligence (AI) has been researched and applied for ASP problem in the past few years. In general, Intelligent algorithms such as artificial neural network, simulated annealing, and genetic algorithm (GA) can improve the efficiency of the process that searches for an assembly sequence. The concept of GA to assembly planning is introduced in literature [3] . Literature [4] has proposed algorithms to search for the best assembly sequence based on simulated annealing [4] . A particle swarm optimization algorithm is proposed for a simple assembly line balancing [5] . A new PSO encoding scheme is presented by defining the assembly sequences and disassembly sequences in one position matrix of a particle. The position matrix of a particle defines an assembly sequence and a disassembly sequence in the new encoding scheme. In this way, the sequence of assembly and sequence can be simultaneously planned by optimizing the position matrix of a particle. Prediction of operating loads contribution to assembly relation and product behavior is proposed in literature [6] . Product running, operating loads will lead to change of assembly relation of product parts affecting product behavior. Based on Jacobian-Torsor method, the Jacobian-Torsor tolerance model, considering contribution of operating loads, was extended and corrected, the assembly error (assembly relation change) resulted from operating loads can be calculated. A two-level genetic structure to dynamically adjust the parameters of GA is proposed in the literature [7] . Approaches based on GA to minimize production costs for ASP with consideration of physical constraints is proposed [8, 9] . An approach to multi-criteria assembly sequence planning using genetic algorithms is presented [10] . Literature [11] proposed a scatter search approach to the optimum disassembly sequence problem. Bin Jiao presents a cooperative coevolution particle swarm optimization (PSO) for flow shop [12] . Fuqing et al. propose an improved PSO algorithm with decline disturbance [13] . A novel immune algorithm simulating the biological immune system was proposed to solve the Assembly Sequence Planning(ASP) problem. Implementation methods such as appetency computation, antibody generation, immunity selection, and memory cell update were provided.The immune algorithm in sequence planning problem solving reflected characteristics such as diversity, immune selfadjustment,immune memory and distributed parallel of the immune system. The immune algorithm was superior to those genetic algorithms in both global search capability and convergence speed.As a result,the immune algorithm was a prospective and efficient way to tackle ASP [14] . Literature [15] proposed a guided genetic algorithms for solving larger constraint assembly problem. Guided-GAs are proposed wherein the proper initial population and the alternation of crossover and mutation mechanisms are covered to overcome assembly planning problems that contain large constraints. The optimal assembly sequence is obtained through the combination of Guided-GAs and the Connector-based assembly planning context as previously suggested. Literature [16] proposed a memetic algorithms with guided local search to solve assembly sequence planning. Literature [17] proposed an artificial immune systems for assembly sequence planning exploration. artificial immune systems (AIS) were proposed to help solve the assembly sequence problem. In AIS algorithm, the antibody (Ab) in the immune system is simulated to encounter one or more unknown antigens (Ags). Moreover, the clonal selection concept is employed in the immune system in which a better antibody will be selected in each generation of revolution and different antibodies will be cloned to protect the infection of the original antigen. With this mechanism, the shortcoming such as the traditional GAs to converge in local optimal solution will be overcome.Literature [18] proposed Assembly planning using a novel immune approach. Literature [19] present Application of memetic algorithm in assembly sequence planning. Wei Zhou et al. present a novel BCGA-based hybrid algorithm (BGHA) for assembly sequence planning by combining bacterial chemotaxis (BC) with genetic algorithm (GA) [20] . To improve individuals' intelligence, A multi-agent evolutionary algorithm for connector-based ASP (MAEA-ASP) is presented which is integrated with the multi -agent systems. learning 、 competition and crossover -mutation are designed as the behaviors of agent which locate lattice-like structure environment [21] . MAEA-ASP is designed for the connectorbased ASP and also has large blindness search.
In nowadays evolutionary algorithm for ASP, individual is encoded as a permutation order of parts(such as parts or connectors), but each individual has many parts whose position can't satisfy basic constraint conditions. Let's take fig 1 for example. Traditional evolutionary algorithms search a solution in the space which includes all permutation sequences. Obviously, many permutation sequences including "1, 2, 6" sequence in the space aren't solutions. It is also to say that traditional genetic algorithms will generate a great deal of permutation sequences which are infeasible solutions in the evolution process, which results in the inefficiency of solutionsearching process. If there is a limit that the part 1,6 must be prior to 2, then much blindness search can be avoided. Adleman described how he used traditional tools of molecular biology to solve a 7-vertex instance of hamilton path [22] . If a possible solution is searched based on self-assembly computation idea, these permutations including such as "1,2,6" sequence can be avoided effectively in fig 1. It is also to say it is possible to avoid semi-blindness of traditional evolutionary operators by using similar self-assembly computation idea. Hongchun QU and Youlan WANG also present a self-assembling approach to simulation of phototropism [23] , Pan Xiaoying and Jiao Licheng present a multi-agent social evolutionary algorithm for project optimization scheduling [24] . Motivated by self-assembly computation and multi -agent systems, to improve Agents' intelligence and decrease greatly search space of problems, a novel multi-agent evolutionary algorithm for assembly sequence planning(NMAEA-ASP). The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses NMAEA-ASP. Section 3 provides experimental results compared NMAEA-ASP with other GAs. Section 4 concludes the paper with recommendations for the algorithm. .
II. NMAEA-ASP

A. Environment of Agents
According to literature [24] , an agent is a physical or virtual entity. Agent has the following properties: (a) it is able to live and act in the environment; (b) it is able to sense its local environment; (c) it is driven by certain purposes; (d) it has some reactive behaviors. As can be seen, the meaning of an agent is very comprehensive, and what an agent represents is different for different problems. In general, four elements should be defined when multiagent systems are used to solve problems. The first is the meaning and the purpose of each agent. The second is the environment in which all agents live. Since each agent has only local perceptivity, so the third is the local environment. The last is the behaviors that each agent can take to achieve the purpose.
The environment is organized as a latticelike structure, which is similar to literature in the paper [24] .
Latticelike structure definition: All Agents live in a latticelike environment L. The size of L is Lsize×Lsize,where Lsize is an integer. Each agent is fixed on a lattice-point and can only interact with the neighbors. Suppose that the agent located at (i, j) is represented as Li,j, i,j=1,2,…,Lsize,then Neighborsi,j are defined as fig 2.
The Latticelike structure can be described as the one in fig.2 . Where each circle represents an agent, the data represent the agent's position in the Latticelike structure, and two agents can interact with each other if and only if there is a line among them.
In the agent lattice, agents will compete with others so that they can gain more chance to produce offsprings to achieve their purposes. Because each agent can only sense itself local environment, the behaviors can only take place between the agent and the neighbors. An agent interacts with the neighbors so that information is transferred among them. The information is diffused to the whole agent lattice in such a manner. As can be seen, the model of the agent lattice is closer to the real evolutionary mechanism in nature than the model of the population in traditional EAs.
B. Agent Definition
Now some notions relating with NMAEA-ASP are introduced.
Assembly-unit : The least unit of assembly. It can be described as follow:
Assembly-unit { unit_id; power; // the sequence strength between assemblyunit and others. other imformation; } Unit_id is the identification of Assembly-unit , Suppose Assembly-unit _sequence is a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ,…a i ,…a k , then power(a i , a i+1 ) denotes the sequence strength between Assembly-unit a i and Assembly-unit a i+1 (0<i<k). The power of sequence(i,j) is different form sequence(j,i). The power of sequence(i,i) is zero.
Agent: An agent is a physical or virtual entity. Agent is different from that of the traditional EAs because its intelligences. This paper, It is designed as follow: Agent { Agent_id,Agent_position,Fitness; Assembly-unit _sequence; UnAssembly-unit _set; Learning( );Competition( ); Mutation( ); } Assembly-unit _sequence points to the part of a possible solution. But UnAssembly-unit _set is the set of unassemblied Assembly-unit . Agent_position(i, j) shows the agent location on ith row and jth column in the latticelike structure Environment. An agent has three evolutionary actor: Learning、Competition、Mutation.
Suppose a 1 、 a 2 、 …a k-1 、 a k is Assembly-unit _sequence of Agent A 。 power(ai, A) = (power(a i , a i+1 )+power(a i-1 , a i ))/2 (1<i<k),power(a k , A) = power(a k-1 , a k ) and power(a 1 , A)=power(a 1 , a 2 )。Suppose Assembly-unit b is assemblied in it's Assembly-unit _sequence in position(i), then power(b,A,i) = (power(a i ,b) + power(a i+1 ,b))/2 （1<i<k）,but power(b,A,k) = power(b, a k ). Maxpowerposition(Assembly-unit a, indiviudal A) return the ith position which make power(a i , A) maxium. If maxium is NULL, then return NULL, i∈{1,2,3…k,NULL}.
Fitness shows the ability of agents' survives. Suppose the Assembly-unit _sequence of an agent is a1a2…an, it can be computed as follow: 
D. Evolutionary Operators
Initialization Firstly, the information of Assembly-unit s and the assembly power between any two Assembly-unit s are inputted as origins data. Array agents[n] is created randomly and n must be the squared of some int number. The m of agent[m](m∈{0,1……n-1}) is equal to i*sqrt(n)+j. where i,j is the number of position(i,j) which is assigned by its lattice position.
Assembly-unit _sequence is settled on null. UnAssembly-unit _set={0,1……,n-1}. Fitness is settled on 0.
Learning In NMAEA-ASP, the learning actor of an agent is most important operator. Learning actor is consisted of two parts: self-learning and neighbors-learning. The duty of self-learning is to add Assembly-unit from UnAssembly-unit _set into the Assembly-unit _sequence as many as possible. The duty of neighbors-learning is to compare itself fitness and that of neighbors. If the fitness of agent A is minimum, agent A will be replaced with one of neighbors randomly. Learning actor can be described as follow:
Learning( ) { Self-learning: find each Assembly-unit from UnAssembly-unit _set randomly. Do assembly(Assembly-unit ); neighbors-learning: if(fitness<= the fitness of any neighbors) Replace the information of agent such as Assemblyunit _sequence 、 UnAssembly-unit _set 、 Fitness and so on with that of one of neighbors randomly. }
Competition
In this operator, the fitness of an agent is compared with those of neighbors. The agent can survive if the fitness is maximum; Otherwise the agent would die with probity Pc, and the child of the one with maximum fitness among the neighbors will take up the lattice-point.
Suppose that the competitive behavior is performed on the agent L i,j located at (i, j), and Max i,j is the agent with maximum fitness among the neighbors of L i,j , namely,Max i,j ∈Neighbors i,j and ∀Agent∈Neighbors i,j ,then Agent(F)≤Max i,j (E). If L i,j (E) ≤Max i,j (E), then the mutation of Max i,j generates a child Agent, Child i,j , to replace L i,j with porblity pc, otherwise L i,j is left untouched. The purpose of the competitive behavior is to eliminate the agents with low fitness, and give more chances to the potential agents.
Mutation
In NMAEA-ASP, mutation is disassembly Assemblyunit from agent's Assembly-unit _sequence. Suppose the Assembly-unit number of Assembly-unit _sequence is m in an agent A, then mutation can be described as follow: 
III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The parameters of NMAEA-ASP is setted as follow: the number of Agents is 9. Pc is set to 0.2. Fas in the In contrast with the literature [14] , the weight of the engineering data of the Assembly-unit in formula (1) where n is the number of the item of engineering information and k is the rank of the item of engineering information [15] [16] [17] [21] .
NMAEA-ASP is written in VC++6.0. The test environment is that of a Pentium2.4 GMHz PC at 1024 MB RAM. Ten tests are executed. Fig 4 shows a gear pump consists of 22 parts, there are 16 parts by decreasing the same bolt and pin. Table I shows 16 gear pump parts、assembly tool、type of gear pump parts. Table II shows A comparison among three EAs (Gear pump). Obviously NMAEA-ASP can find a better ASP with less time than other two GAs. Table III shows some assembly planning sequences with NMAEA-ASP. The stapler consists of 18 parts. According to the principle of connector settings, 8 connectors can be specified. Figure 5 illustrates the parts of the electric fan. Figure 6 shows the precedence graph for the stapler connectors [15] . The results of comparison for Guided-GAs、Memetic algorithms(MAs) 、AIS 、MAEA-ASP and NMAEA-ASP can be found in Table IV . From the results of NMAEA-ASP in Table 4 , the average computation took up 0.363s. Obviously, NMAEA-ASP is undoubtedly a preferable selection for assembly planning decision.
A. Experiment On Gear pump
IV. CONCLUSION
The new idea of NMAEA-ASP is motivated by DNA molecular computation and multi-agent evolutionary algorithm whose original goal is to deal with combinatorial optimization problems by decreasing blind searching and increasing intelligence searching. At the same time, there are many evolutionary algorithms for dealing with ASP. We take a try that evolutionary operators are realized with assembly and disassembly methods. The experiment results show that algorithm has a faster speed in finding solutions.
Recently, symbolic ordered binary decision diagram (OBDD) is presented for assembly sequence planning [25] . NMAEA-ASP will be developed and tested with a symbolic OBDD assembly technology in the future study.
